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4. C 0 M C L IS 10 N

4.1 Written Test

flte analysis of His vocabulary test Hiows 

that Hie bluest number of students find the 

Itea No.8 the easiest one as It Is answered 

oorrectly by 13% students* and Hie item No.9 has 

prosed to be the aost difficult one as it Is 

answered correctly by 18% students, similarly, 

itea Nos. 2 , 7, 10, ll, 13, 18, f9, were answered 

correctly by 57£,st 82% 59% 55% 55% 55%, 55% 

respectively. These item were rather e*sy for 

then. Itea Nos. 3* 4* 12, 14, 16, 17, ?0 were 

answered correctly by 23%, 29%, 24%, 22%, 21%, *0% 

31% respectively. These were quite difficult for 

the students. The Itea Nos. 1, 5, 6, 15, were 

answered correctly by 42%, 40%, 43%, 45% respectively 

These figures show that they were neither difficult 

not easy for the students, hi 1h e vocabulary test 

analysis 40% students belong to the BUIS! group,

20% to the aiddle group and 40% to the lower group



The majority of the students belong to the middle 

and lower group.

the analysis of the structure Items shows 

that the highest number of students find the Item 

no.23 1he easiest one as It Is answered correctly 

by 74% students* and Item no.27 the most difficult 

one as it Is answered correotly by only 18% 

students. Item Nos. 32* 34* 36* 38, were answered 

correctly by 70%, 61%, 70%, 66% respectively, these 

were rattier easy for the students. Item Nos.21.

22, 24, 26, 28, 33, 30, were answered correctly by 

58%, 52%, 48%, 45%, 50%, 53% respectively, these 

were neither difficult nor easy for the students.

Item Nos.25, 20, 30, 31, 35, 37 and 40 were answered 

correctly by 42%, 34%, 20%, 37%, 23%, 36%, 3*% 

respectively, these were difficult for the students. 

In the structure test analysis It is observed that 

25% students belong to the ether g upper group, 35% 

to the middle group and 40% to the lower group, the 

majority of the students l.e.75% belong to the middle

and lower groups. Prom these figures we my conclude
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that the students encounter problems In the use of 

certain structures as pointed out In tbe analysis.

The analysis of Hie reading comprehension test 

shows that the hipest number of students Mnd the 

Item lfo.43 the easiest one as It Is answered 

correctly by 9g$ students and the Item no.48 is the 

most difficult one as it Is answered correctly by 

19$ students. Item NOs.41, 42 , 44 , 46, mere 

answered correctly by 72$, 94%, 60%, 41% students 

respectively. These were rather easy for them.

Item No. 45 is answered correctly by 52$ students.

It Is neither difficult nor easy for Hie students. 

Item Nos. 47, 49, 50 were answered correctly by 

37$, 36$, 35$ respectively. Those were difficult 

for the students, hi the readlnsr comprehension test 

40$ students belong to the upper group, 20% to the 

mliile group and 40$ to the lower group. In general 

the students found the test neither easy nor 

difficult. However, considering the level of 

learning, Hie students were dampen ted expected to do

mueh better. Sk
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The analysis of the close test shows that 

the hipest nurnber of students find the its* no.20 

the easiest one as it is answered correctly by 7^ 

students* and the itea no.15 the nest difficult one 

as it is answered correctly by only 2% students.

The itea no.12 is answered correctly by fit4 students 

it is easy for the students* Itea Nos. *, % 0, *3, 

19, were answered correctly by 42%, 48%, 36%. 44%,

39% respectively. These were neither difficult 

nor easy for the students* Itea Nos.2, 3, 4, 6, T,

8, 10, li, 14, 16, IT, 18 were answered correctly 

by 10%, 28%, 5%, 28%, 14%, 31%, 11%, 18%, 27%, 5%, 

22%, 32% respectively. These were difficult one's 

for the students. In the cloze test t0% students 

belong to the upper group, 25% students to the aiddle 

group and 65% students to the lower group. The 

close test proved to be quite difficult for the 

students as it is rather new to then.

4.2 Spoken test
«iiSaiwiwaMaHMMMv«>aw

The analysis of the sound discrlain*tion test

show that the aajority of the students failed in
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■aking distinction between / I; / *nd /l/« / ir / 

and /u/» / o / and / 3 /, / / and /el /,

/ / and / /. Ibe majority of the students »ls©

failed in using / V / sound. Instead they h~ve used 

/v/ sound in 'wheat'. At the sane tine, they filed 

in using /t/ as in 'leaked* and /z/ in 'drags'

1be word stress test shows that Me syllable 

word is easy for the students to put the stress.

When there are disyllabic er trisyllabic words it 

is found that they bare put stress ®>rks on the 

wrong syllables, 'ibe four syllable word 'ability'

Is wrongly pronounced by il l the students. They 

have put the stress on the first syllable. Ibe 

disyllabic word 'adnit* is wronrly uttered. Ibe 

first syllable is stress by the anjority of the 

students. Just two students have read it with 

correct stress. It will be seen fron the above 

analysis that tie students are totally unaware of 

the use and function of stress in spoken English.
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The analysis of the test in weak for as Aovs 

that the students have succeeded in using the 

correct weak for us of the contracted forus. The 

majority of the students failed in using the weak 

forus. It is observed that reading of the students 

is very slow, resulting in the failure to wake use 

of the weak forus.

Ihe analysis of the intonation test shows 

that the students have used falling tone correctly 

hut they have failed to use the rielng tone tdiere 

it was necessary. Ihe -ferity of the students 

have a tendency to use the falling tone, tfe way 

say that unst of then are vnkw»ro of the «se of 

these suprsseguent&l features of English. They nr# 

unaware of the tones in general.

4.3 Suggestions for Improve went.

Ihe following suggestions are offered for 

inproving spoken cngllsh of tho students in order 

to make it intelligible.

1) \ lot of practice in word stress hu given

weak forus, intonation be given with the 

help of tho toachor, awdlo aids.
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2) Pr actio# in the product ion of the following 

problew sounds bo given.

/6 /, /? /, / V / and / W /

/> / tyt lel / ?/ syl^bic/-//' /

I I / /

3) Practice in producing the right quaiity/qunntity

of nonotfaong and dightong be given.

4) In order to produce correct ounds* a lot of 

exposure to good spoken E'nc ilsb is necessary. 

Therefore the studentsbe advised to listen

to Ifce news on Pad So and watch the T.v. news 

regularly besides listening to the recorded 

Material in the class root.

5) Adequate pretice in observing the features of 

eooneoted speech he given.

6) The voiceless plosives /pA/t/,/fc/ dhould 

he aspirated at the beginning of accented 

syllables.

T) She correct division of / s /, and / % / in 

Inflectional suffixes should he Maintained.
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8) Hie students be advised to make use of English 

pronunciation dictionary regularly in order to 

improve their pronunciation*

9) For Improving their vocabulary and grammar, it is 

suggested that the e-ercises gl en at the er’ of 

the emch passage in the tert book be discussed 

and the students be asked to attempt all of them 

one by one ober the year.
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